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Carbon supported Pt nanoparticles with diameters ranging from 2 to 28 nm have been studied using X-ray diffraction. Unitcell
parameter of synthesized Pt/C nanoparticles is always lower s lower than that of bulk Pt. By decreasing the average particle
sizeD to approximately 2 nm, the unit cell parameter a nonlinearlydecreases by about 0.03Åthat corresponds to a variation
of 0.7% in comparison to bulk Pt and the size effect is predominant for sizes ranging from 2 to 10 nm. The dependence
a(1/D) is well approximated by a straight line with a slope of -0.0555±0.0067 nm−1 and an intercept of -3.9230±0.0017Å. For
interpreting obtained experimental dependence of unit cell parameter of Pt/C nanoparticles four different theoretical approaches
such as thermal vacancy mechanism, Continuous-Medium model, Laplace pressure, and bond orderlengthstrength correlation
mechanism were used. Comparison of calculated dependencies based on the above models with experimental ones shows that
the Continuous-Medium model is best agreed with the unit cell parameter dependence of carbon supported Pt nanoparticles.

1 Introduction

The study of nanocrystalline materials is an active area of
research in physics, chemistry and materials sciences due to
their technological importance, theoretical interest andbroad
prospects for applications in catalysts, ferrofluids, magnetic
materials, lubricants, etc. The transition from bulk crystal to
nanoparticles is accompanied by a change of interatomic dis-
tances and unit cell parameters. One of the most interesting
questions is the variation of the lattice parameter with decreas-
ing particle size .

The size dependence of the lattice parameter has been
studied for many years both theoretically1–4 and experimen-
tally. A variety of techniques, such as high resolution elec-
tron microscopy (TEM and STEM)5–12, X-ray diffraction
(XRD)13–22, and EXAFS spectroscopy23–29, have been used
in order to investigate the nanoparticles supported on different
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substrates and/or coated with other materials.

The reduction of the unit cell parameter with decreasing
particle size was observed for the unsupported Ag nanoparti-
cles over the size ranges 1.3-5nm5,6 and 3-17.8 nm7; and iso-
lated nanoparticles in solid argon (size range of 2.5-13nm)23.
However, basing on XRD studies of Ag nanoparticles (9-
17nm) prepared using magnetron sputtering13, it is found the
extreme dependence of the unit cell parameter, namely, the
unit cell parameter slightly increases with decreasing parti-
cle size to 12 nm, and then begins to decline. In addition,
for Au (1.8÷52nm)8, Ag (1.3÷10nm)30, Ni (7.7nm÷bulk),
Cu (0.5nm÷bulk)27, and Pd (7nm÷bulk)26 nanoparticles the
contraction of the nearest-neighbor distance, was revealed to
be a linear function of the inverse average particle size 1/D.
Reducing of the lattice parameters is also found for (i) Au
nanoparticles (1.1÷6nm) prepared by vacuum evaporation25

and (ii) Pd nanoparticles (1.4÷5nm) produced using inert gas
evaporation technique10.

Contradictory results were obtained in14 for Ni nanoparti-
cles in a size range of 18÷52 nm prepared by an anodic arc
discharge plasma method. The lattice parameter increases sig-
nificantly with decreasing grain size, and the magnitude of the
lattice parameter expansion is in direct proportion to the re-
ciprocal of the grain size. The lattice expansion resultingfrom
the grain size reduction of Ni nanoparticles was found in the
size ranges 4.9÷35 nm15 and 7-27nm16 as well. The bond
lengths and hence lattice parameter larger than the bulk value
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have been observed for Pd nanoparticles supported on various
substrates9,11,17,28,31and Ag nanoparticles32.

At the same time, the study of copper clusters (1÷10 nm)
embedded in solid argon24 showed that the unit cell parameter
almost corresponds to the unit cell of the bulk sample and is
only slightly reduced for particles with diameters of 1.5 nm.
For ligand stabilized Pd clusters, the bond lengths are close to
the bulk value as well29. The absence of the size dependence
of lattice parameter was also observed for Pb and Bi particles
with D ≥ 5nm andD ≥ 8nm, respectively33, as well as for Au
clusters up to 6 nm18,19,22.Thus despite the large number of
studies, the existing references contains conflicting and con-
tradictory data, and today the problem of the size dependence
of the unit cell parameter is still unsolved even for face cen-
tered cubic (fcc) metals.

The same situation was observed for Pt nanoparticles. It
was shown20 that the unit cell parameter linearly decreases
with decreasing particle size. In contrast, the investigations
which are presented in21,34 indicates that the unit cell parame-
ter remains unchanged for 2.5 and 4nm nanoparticles, respec-
tively, or even linearly increases35 with reducing the particle
size. According to Klimenkov et alet.al.12, no variation in
Pt-Pt distance is found for Pt nanoparticles deposited on the
aluminum oxide films, when the particle size is reduced to 3
nm. However, with a further reduction of l nm, a Pt-Pt dis-
tance varies by about 10% comparing to the bulk value. On
the other hand Birringer and Zimmer36 demonstrated that the
evolution of a lattice parameter as a function of the increase
in the grain size for nanocrystalline Pt possesses the highly
nonmonotonic behavior.

In order to contribute to the clarification of these contradic-
tions, we have undertaken to perform XRD investigations of
Pt nanoparticles ranging from 2.5 to 28 nm deposited on the
carbon support. We have examined the unit cell parameter as
a function of the particle size to answer the following ques-
tions: Is there a grain size dependence of the unit cell parame-
ter and how it behaves? Our interest to study this phenomenon
lies in the fact that, carbon supported platinum nanoparticles
(Pt/C) are the most promising catalysts for low temperature
fuel cells. It is also well known that the decrease of the in-
teratomic distance Pt-Pt (i.e. unit cell parameter) is one of the
reason of the positive influence on the catalytic activity toward
the oxygen reduction reaction, since that facilitates dissocia-
tive hemosorption of oxygen atoms37–39.

2 Experimental

We applied three different techniques which allowed us to syn-
thesize Pt nanoparticles in a wide range of sizes (from 2.5 to
28 nm). For all of them, we used both Vulkan XC-72 (Cabot
Corp., 240m2 · g−1) and Timrex HSAG-300 (TIMCAL, 250
m2 ·g−1) as carbon supports.

The two first methods are based on the reduction of the
metal precursor (hexachloroplatinic acid H2PtCl6·6H2O) by
different reducing agents. To prepare the catalysts ethylene
glycol aqueous solution was mixed with the 2 % H2PtCl6 so-
lution at different temperatures between 80 and 130◦C and a
colloidal solution was synthesized during 3 h. Then the carbon
support were added into the reaction system and the synthesis
was continued for 2 h. Pt nanoparticles were also prepared by
the reduction of oxalic acid. Before Pt-precursor deposition
carbon support was pre-treated with 4 M oxalic acid aque-
ous solution under stirring at 80◦C during 15 min. Such acid
treatment creates different functional groups (hydroxyl and/or
carboxyl) at the carbon support surface, which facilitate adis-
charge of the metal complexes on surface of carbon support.
After the acid activation of the carbon support 2 % H2PtCl6
metal salt solution was injected into the carbon suspensionand
the synthesis was performed during 5 h at a constant tempera-
ture. Finally the third method we use is the dispergation of Pt
foil by pulse alternating current in water solutions with differ-
ent concentration K and NaOH. A detailed description of this
method can be found in our previous work40. After the syn-
thesis supported Pt/C catalyst was separated from the solution
by filtering, then it was washed with water, and finally dried
overnight at 70◦C.

Synchrotron XRD measurements were carried out in the
Debye-Scherrer geometry at the Swiss-Norwegian Beam
Lines (SNBL) at ESRF (Grenoble, France) with a radiation
of wavelengthλ=0.77Åand a MAR345 image-plate detector.
The wavelength, sample-to-detector distance (95 mm) and res-
olution of the setup were calibrated with standard specimen
of LaB6 (Standard Reference Materials 660a, National Insti-
tute for Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, USA NIST)
powder. Samples were placed into glass capillaries (Hilgen-
berg GmbH) (diameter 0.3 mm) with a 0.01 mm wall thick-
ness. Data were processed with the Fit2D software41. The
peak shapes were described by the pseudo-Voigt function42.
The X-ray reflections were fitted using the Winplotr module
of the FullProf software43. Fitting of the reflections from the
synthesized samples was implemented taking into account the
reflections of the carbon support44. The corrections for the in-
strumental broadening were made according to a conventional
procedure described in45. The average particle sizeDv was de-
termined using the Sherrer equation46: Dv = Kλ/(HPv cosθ )
, whereλ is the wavelength,θ - Bragg angle, andK = 0.89
Sherrer constant. The fitting results (111) peak were employed
to estimate the average particle size, and the unit cell parame-
ter was calculated using the UNITCELL software47.

3 Results and Discussion

The series of the carbon-supported Pt samples with different
average sizes were investigated to determine the size depen-
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dence of the unit cell parametera(D). Selected XRD pat-
terns corresponding to average particle sizes of 3.1, 5.7 and
11.5 nm are presented in Fig. 1. As for all investigated sam-
ples, they show only broadened peaks corresponding to planes
(111), (200), (220), (311) and (222), characteristic of thefcc
structure of Pt.
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Fig. 1 Selected XRD powder patterns of carbon supported Pt
nanoparticles for 3 particle sizes (3.1, 5.7 and 11.5nm).

Figure 2 presents the evolution of the lattice parametera of
all as-prepared samples as a function of the particle size (circle
symbols). Obviously, it is always lower than the value of the
bulk Pt value (3.9231̊A). By decreasing the average particle
sizeD to about 2 nm, the unit cell parametera decreases by
about 0.03Åthat corresponds to a variation of 0.7% in com-
parison to bulk Pt. It can be seen that the size effect is pre-
dominant for the sizes ranging from 2 to 10 nm. When the
size is bigger than 20 nm, the changes are relatively small and
can be neglected. Furthermore, it should be noted that the
dependencea(1/D) is well approximated by a straight line
with a slope of -0.0555±0.0067 nm−1 and an intercept of -
3.9230±0.0017Å(correlation coefficients was 0.9). This in-
tercept value is consistent with the unit cell parameter of bulk
Pt.

As reported in many papers on the synthesis and study of
the properties of platinum based alloy catalysts, the shiftof
the Pt diffraction peaks to higher 2θ values is only attributed
to the formation of a Pt alloy48–50.

Obtaineda(D) dependence indicates that in Pt-based cat-
alysts the reduction of unit cell parameter can be caused not
only by the influence of the alloying component, but also by
decreasing the average particle size. Besides, the unit cell pa-
rameter of a bulk sample is used to calculate, by Vegard’s law,
the concentration of the alloying component in carbon sup-
ported Pt-Metal catalysts51. However, we believe, that ne-
glecting the size dependence of the unit cell parameter can

Fig. 2 The experimental (1) and calculated (lines 2-6) unit cell
parameters of carbon supported Pt nanoparticles as a function of the
average particle sizeD. Experimental dependence also contains data
obtained in Ref.54 a(D) dependencies obtained by Salgado et al
[35], Scardi and Antonucci [20], and Birringer and Zimmer [36] are
shown as well

lead to erroneous results. Indeed, with Pt bulk samples doped
by nickel, the reduction of the particle size to∼2 nm leads
to a decrease of the unit cell parameter by∼20%52. It should
also be noted that we observed a similar nonlinear particle size
dependence of the unit cell parameter in Co-doped carbon sup-
ported Pt nanoparticles the same composition53.

Based on various assumptions, several models describing
the particle size dependence of the unit cell parameter have
been established. One of them assume that the reduction of the
lattice parameters is due to the formation of a large number of
vacancies by decreasing the particle size55–57. The formation
of these vacancies in a nanoparticle system compared to the
bulk metal leads to the reduction of the lattice parameter ofa
cluster that is related to the vacancy concentration:

∆a =
1
3

abulkcν

(

1− Vν
Ω

)

(1)

wherecν is the vacancy concentration,∆a is the change of the
lattice parameter due to vacancies,Ω is the atomic volume of a
defect free crystal, andVν is the change of the atomic volume
caused by the presence of one vacancy. It is known that the
equilibrium vacancy concentration is as follows58:

cν(D,T ) = c0exp

(

Eν(D)

kBT

)

(2)

wherec0 = exp(SF/kB) is the size-independent preexponen-
tial coefficient,SF the formation entropy,kB is the Boltzmann
constant,T is the absolute temperature andEν(D) is the size
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dependent vacancy formation energy described by the follow-
ing equation59:

Eν(D) = Eν
2D/h−2
2D/h−1

exp

(

− 2Sb

3R(2D/h−1)

)

, (3)

where,Eν is the vacancy formation energy for the bulk ma-
terial, Sb = Eb/Tb is the bulk evaporation entropy of crystals
with Eb andTb(∞) being respectively, the bulk cohesive en-
ergy and the evaporation temperature,h is the atomic diameter
andR is the ideal gas constant. Using the parameters summa-
rized in Tables 1 and Equations (1) to (3) we estimated the
vacancy concentration and the corresponding dilatation ofthe
unit cell parameter for Pt nanoparticles down to 2 nm. This
calculation shows that for Pt nanoparticles with an average
particle size of 2 nm, the vacancy concentration is 1.15·10−9 at
ambient condition. It is in 1012 times higher than for the bulk
sample. But the corresponding variation of the unit cell pa-
rameter is only 2.7·10−9 Åthat is significantly lower than ex-
perimentally observed even for carbon supported Pt nanopar-
ticles with a 27 nm size.

Table 1 The relevant data used in the calculations.

h /nm Vv/Ω, SF/kB Eb /KJ ·mol−1 Tb/K
2.78 0.7658 4.558 56460 409860

A second model which describes the size and shape depen-
dence of lattice parameters of metallic nanoparticles is the so-
called Continuous-Medium (CM) model developed by Qi and
Wang1. They have assumed that a nanoparticle is formed in
three steps: (i) a particle is taken out from an ideal bulk crystal
without changing the structure, (ii) the surface tension ofthe
particle contracts elastically, and (iii) a nanoparticle is formed
in equilibrium condition. Thus, by minimizing the sum of the
increased surface energy and the elastic energy, an expression
for calculating the lattice parameters of metallic nanoparticles
is obtained as follows

a(D) = abulk

(

1− 1
1+

√
αGD/γ

)

(4)

wherea(D) is the unit cell parameter of the particle having
sizeD, G is the shear modulus,γ is the surface energy and
α = Spol/Ssph is the shape factor which is defined as the ratio
of the surface area of a nonspherical nanoparticleSpol to that
of a spherical nanoparticleSsph, where both nanoparticles have
identical volume. The calculation of the size dependence was
performed only for 3 types of polyhedron: cube, cubooctahe-
dron and octahedron, since, as demonstrated in our previous
work54 and also illustrated in numerous review articles61–63,
the shape of the carbon supported Pt nanoparticles synthesized
without using any capping agent is the Wullfs polyhedra that

corresponds to perfect polyhedra (cubes, octahedra) and their
truncated modifications. The shape factorsα = Spol/Ssph for
three mentioned configurations are listed in Table 2. To esti-
mate the size and shape dependencies of the lattice parame-
ter according to Eq.(4), we used the parameters listed in Ta-
ble 2 and 3. The evolutions ofa(D) calculated using Eq.(4)
are depicted in Fig.2. All three calculated dependences coin-
cide with the experimental ones. In other words, for Wullfs
polyhedron, the particles shape is not appreciably affected by
the variation of the unit cell parameter with decreasing the
nanoparticles size down to 2 nm.

Table 2 Full surface areaS, volumeV and shape factorα for the
different Wullfs polyhedra

Polyhedron S V α
Cube 6a2 a3 3

2π (
4π
3 )2/3 = 1.241

Cubooctahedron (3+
√

3)a2 5
6a3 3+

√
3

4π ( 8π
5 )2/3 = 1.105

Octahedron
√

3a2 a3

6

√
3

4π (8π)2/3 = 1.183

Another approach which is usually used for explaining the
size dependence of the unit cell parameters is based on the
notion that the nanoparticles are compressed by the Laplace
pressure. The value for the pressure difference of a spheri-
cal surface was formulated in 1805 independently by Thomas
Young and Pierre Simon de Laplace, giving the LaplaceYoung
equation:

△P = 2 f S/(3V) = 4 f/D,

whereD is the average particle size,f is the interface stress,S
is the particle surface area, and△P is the difference of pres-
sure inside and outside the particle. From a mechanical point
of view, the hydrostatic pressure on the surface of nanopar-
ticles induced by the intrinsic surface stress results in lattice
contraction or a lattice strainε(D) = (abulk − a(D))/abulk.
Using the definition of the compressibilityk = −△V/(VP),
ε = △D/D = △S/(2S) = △V/(3V ) under small strain (△
denotes the difference) andS/V = 6/D, we obtain:

ε =−4k f/(3D), (5)

According to the LaplaceYoung equation and considering a
size-dependence of the solid-liquid interface energy, therela-
tive change of the lattice constantsa(D) at room temperature
for the nanoparticles can be expressed as3

a(D) = abulk

(

1− 14
(3Tm/T +6)D

√

kD0hSvibHm

RVm

)

(6)

whereTm andHm are the melting temperature and the enthalpy
of bulk crystals, respectively,Svib is the vibrational part of the
overall melting entropySm, Vm is the molar volume andT is
the absolute temperature.
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Table 3 The relevant data used in the calculations.

G/Pa γ111 /J ·m−2 γ100 /J ·m−2 k·10−12/Pa−1 Tm/K Vm /cm3 ·mol−1 Hm /kJ ·mol−1

16860 2.29964 2.73464 3.6260 204560 9.160 2260

The particle size dependence of the unit cell parameter de-
termined from Eq.(6) is shown in Fig.2 (cyan line). For this
calculation, we used the thermodynamic and physical prop-
erties listed in Table 3. The analysis of Fig.2 shows that the
experimental dependence of the unit cell parameter of carbon
supported Pt nanoparticles is not well described by the de-
pendence calculated by Eq.(6) in comparison with that deter-
mined using Eq.(4). Actually, this approach which is based on
the action of the Laplace pressure can be confronted to var-
ious difficulties, despite it correctly described the reduction
of the lattice parameter observed experimentally for Ag5,6,23,
Pd10,26and Au nanoparticles25,65. For example, if the Laplace
pressure compresses nanoparticles, hence the observed exter-
nal pressure for a phase transition in nanoparticles shouldbe
smaller than for bulk samples and the general rule seems to be
as follows: the smaller the nanoparticles, the higher the trans-
formation pressure. However, the size evolution for pressure-
inducedγ-Fe2O3(maghemite) to Fe2O3 (hematite) transition
showed that 7-nm nanocrystals at 27 GPa, transforms to 5-
nm ones at 34 GPa, and to 3-nm ones at 37 GPa66, i.e. the
tendency is opposite. For Ge nanoparticles67 the transition
pressure increases with decreasing particle size as well asfor
Al2O3

68, AlN 69, and ZnO70.

A critical analysis of the Laplace pressure was performed in
details in71–74. The Laplace pressure was shown to be a for-
mal quantity that makes it possible to express the chemical po-
tential of the particleµ(D,P) through the chemical potential
of the corresponding infinite (massive) sampleµ(∞,P+ PL)
compressed by a pressure equal to the Laplace pressurePL for
a particle. Thus, it was concluded that the Laplace pressureis
a purely mathematical concept and cannot cause compression
of bodies. Moreover, based on theoretical calculations, itis
suggested in75,76that the reason of changes in interatomic dis-
tances observed in nanoparticles can be explained by the phe-
nomenon of surface multilayer relaxation that observed on the
surface of macroscopic metallic crystals. Although, the relax-
ation usually embraces only a few surface layers, it causes an
amendment to the thermodynamic quantities of the nanopar-
ticles of∼ 1/D, and they are similar in size dependence with
amendments arising from the introduction of the Laplace pres-
sure.

Based on this surface relaxation phenomenon Sun proposed
the bond orderlengthstrength (BOLS) correlation mechanism
for determining the size dependence of the nanoparticles pa-
rameters such as melting temperature, Debye temperature,
Youngs modulus etc.77,78. The key idea of the BOLS mecha-

nism is that the nanomaterials possess a large proportion of
surface atoms with bond-order deficiency compared to the
bulk counterpart. As a result, surface skin composed of three
atomic layers often relaxes and reconstructs without excep-
tion, that critically affects the physical and chemical properties
in the skin. In terms of this mechanism77, the lattice strain in
specific atom layer is given by the following expression:

εi = di/d =Ci −1

where Ci = 2/1+ exp[(12− zi)/(8zi)] is the coefficient of
bond contraction, subscripti denote an atom in theith atomic
layer. The indexi is counted up to three from the outermost
atomic layer79. The parameterzi is the effective coordina-
tion numbers of the specifici-th atom, and it varies with the
size and the curvature of the nanostructure in an empirical way
z1 = 4(1−0.75/K j), z2 = z1+2, andz3 = 12 withK j = R j/d
being the dimensionless form of nanosolid size, which cor-
responds to the number of atomsK j, with mean diameter or
bond lengthd, lined up along the radiusR j of a spherical-like
nanosolid. Finally the size-dependent average lattice constant
of the nanoparticles can be expressed by the BOLS model

a(D) = abulk

(

1−
3

∑
i=1

3
K j

Ci(Ci −1)

)

(7)

The correspondinga(D) dependence calculated using Eq.(7)
is depicted in Fig.2(black line). The essential differencebe-
tween the experiment and the simulation may be attributed
to the following reasons. First of all, oxygen chemisorption
could expand the first metallic interlayer by up to 10÷25%
though the oxygenmetal bond contracts80. Second, consider-
able experimental and theoretical calculations data81–83 indi-
cate that multilayer relaxation of surfaces does not fall mono-
tonically but undergoes oscillations. In other words, the sur-
face relaxation can be of variable sign. Both of these reasons
can induce a smaller reduction of the unit cell parameter with
the decrease of the nanoparticles size.

4 Conclusions

Carbon supported Pt nanoparticles with diameters ranging
from 2 to 28 nm have been studied using X-ray diffraction.
The unit cell parameter of the synthesized Pt/C nanoparti-
cles is always lower than the value of bulk Pt (3.9231Å).
By decreasing the average particle size D down to approxi-
mately 2 nm, the unit cell parameter a decreases nonlinearly
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by about 0.03 that corresponds to the variation of 0.7% in
comparison to bulk Pt and the size effect is predominant for
sizes ranging from 2 to 10 nm. The dependence of the lat-
tice parameter as a function of inverse average particle size
a(1/D) is well approximated by a straight line with a slope of
-0.0555±0.0067nm−1 and an intercept of -3.9230±0.0017Å.
For interpreting the obtained experimental dependence of the
unit cell parameter of Pt/C nanoparticles, 4 different theoreti-
cal approaches were used, including thermal vacancy mecha-
nism, Continuous-Medium model, Laplace pressure, and bond
orderlengthstrength correlation mechanism. The comparison
of the calculated dependencies based on the above models
with the experimental data, shows that the results provided
by the the Continuous-Medium model is in better agreement
than those obtained by others approaches. It is thus the best
approach to simulate the unit cell parameter dependence of
carbon supported Pt nanoparticles.
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